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Contract agreement in brief
Contracting organization
Contract title

Contract period
Reporting period
Contact Person and Address

Bees for Development Ethiopia (BfDE)
Development and marketing of regional natural
products:
Honey production and processing in the future Lake
Tana Biosphere Reserve
12 months: starting from January 2015 to December
2015
January 2015 – December 2015
Tilahun Gebey
Telephone (Mobile): +251918761182
E-mail: tilahun_gebey@yahoo.com
P. O. Box: 786 Bahir Dar , Ethiopia

Intervention sites

Derbanta-Kebele, Bahir Dar Zuria Woreda of West
Gojjam Zone, and Tana Mistily, Dera Woreda of South
Gondar Zone of Amhara, Region

Total Contract Cost

Euro 27,000

Target group in both sites

80 (54 Females, 26 Males) Rural Landless Youths

Project Objectives
The overall objective of the assignment is to enable local community members to
increase their income through the production and sale of organic honey and thereby
foster sustainable natural resource management.
The specific objectives of the assignment are to:
 Establish community based knowledge and technical skills for environmentally
friendly beekeeping practice, including beehive production;
 Secure marketing channels for organic BR honey to local and international
consumers;
 Advise the producers on marketing and thus produce a visible product on the local
market.
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Summary of project accomplishments

Activities descriptions

1

2
3

4
5
6
7

8

9

Brief analysis of human capacity,
economic and environmental
suitability for organic honey
production of min. 2 kebele and
select 1 potential kebele for pilot
activities
Develop the business plans
Setting up two financially and
organizationally viable honey
producers’ groups (cooperatives)
in the selected sites
Set up two offices and workshop
rooms for the honey producers’
groups/cooperatives contagious
Provide trainings to the
cooperative members
Provide technical training to
potentials managers,
accountants and cashiers
Provide printed training posters
and manuals.
Provide the necessary
tools/equipment for sustainable
beekeeping, honey and wax
processing and bee colonies for
honey producers
Provide 80 bee colonies to each
of the cooperative members
after training

10

Provide as part of practical
training 80 Kenyan top bar hives
that will be made from local
materials

11

Working on marketing

12

Provide field level technical
support and follow up

Unit

Plan

Achieve
%
ment

No

1

1

100

No

1

1

100

Remark

No

2

2

90

Registration
and Licensing
not yet
approved

No

2

2

100

Framework
finished

Trainee
s

80

80

100

Trainee
s

10

12

120

Various

10
sets

10 sets

100

Colonie
s

80

120

150

Hives

80

250

313

Days

35

50

142

iii

Sets are
shared
between
cooperative
members
Additional 40
colonies
purchased
Due to the
group 170
additional hive
made by
themselves
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1. INTRODUCTION
An Overview of the Project
The Nature and Biodiversity Conservation Union (NABU), jointly with the Michael
Succow Foundation, has launched a project ‘For people and nature – Establishment of
a UNESCO biosphere reserve at Lake Tana, Ethiopia’ that runs from 2012 up to 2015.
This initiative is underpinned by increasing pressure on ecosystems and their natural
resources which resulted in massive land degradation, erosion and eutrophication of the
lake with considerable effects on flora and fauna. The project seeks to support the
region to become a UNESCO biosphere reserve (BR) thereby conserving valuable
habitats and foster regional sustainable development.
Lake Tana area is understood to have a vast potential for production and marketing of
ecosystem friendly natural products that help address livelihood demands of natural
resource dependent communities in one hand and sustainability of ecosystems on the
v

other. Organic honey is among those natural processable and marketable products
having the potential to enhance community income and at the same time to ensure
sustainable management of natural resources.
As a starting point to the stipulated tasks, Bees for Development Ethiopia (BfDE) had to
make discussions with the NABU Project Team at regional and national levels and
relevant government project partners on the planned general and specific objectives
and activities along with the required time frame, proposed method of implementation
and required inputs to undertake them. To this end, an action plan has been developed
by BfDE and agreed as a framework to undertake and monitor the set of activities
designed to be met by the intended project. The following section will attempt to
describe what has been achieved through a coordinated effort by targeted community
groups and relevant stakeholders at all levels.

2. PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
As per the plan of operation stipulated in the project document, the following activities
have been accomplished during the total project life span.
2.1 Conduct an Assessment on the Productivity of Honey in the Lake Tana
Biosphere Reserve
BfDE has conducted a feasibility study in order to examine the various variables that
characterizes honey productivity in the future Lake Tana BR. The assessment included:
type and number of beehives used, harvest frequency, honey production per hive,
trends in honey production, beekeepers’ perception on honey productivity and
technology preference, swarming and absconding management, availability of bee
forage and perennial vegetation, price of honey and its trends, market preferences,
buyers, etc.
Generally, the findings of the assessment indicated that production and productivities of
honey and beeswax are limited due to low attention, prevalence of agrochemical
applications, poor management, shortage of bee forage, unattractive marketing and low
infrastructure. During the period of conducting this assessment, the price of a kilo of
crude honey at Derbanta was ETB 38.00, whereas in Bahir Dar, the main market for the
region, the price was ETB 58.00. To this end, honey producers are obliged to transport
their honey using donkeys all the way to Bahir Dar market; which incurred them with
unnecessary cost of time, energy and cost of hiring donkeys. Following the results
obtained from the assessment, two beekeeping development and marketing promotion
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mechanism decided to be established that prompts improved technologies as well as
developing market access at their vicinities.
2.2 Facilitate the Selection of Project Location and Target Beneficiaries
Out of ten Woredas in the Lake Tana BR, Derbanta kebele and Tana Mistily kebeles,
which are located within Bahir Dar Zuria and Dera Woredas, respectively, were
identified as target areas, based on the above mentioned assessment. The selection
criteria were set out through subsequent discussions and consultations of community
groups as well as relevant government stakeholders from Woreda to Regional levels in
the respective target areas. In due course of time, production potential and suitability in
terms of beekeeping production and marketing within Lake Tana Biosphere Reserve
area were taken into account for the selection of the above mentioned sites. The box
indicates details of selection criteria/ parameters used for this purpose.
After collection of data using the parameters
mentioned above through discussion with
experts and field observation, data was
entered to excel sheets and analyzed using
rating scale method and managed to select
two kebeles from two Woredas. See the
following table for details of the procedure.

Parameters for project site selections:
 Intensity of Irrigable land in relation to
agro-chemical usage,
 Moisture residue growing area,
 Beekeeping potential,
 Accessibility and location of the Woreda
 Beekeeping staff availability at Woreda
level,
 Proximity for large honey market centre.

Table 1: Parameters employed for selection of intervention Kebele

1

Deberanta Yifag
kebele
Zuria
5
2

Tana
Mitsily
2

2

4

2

3

4

4

Parameters/variables

Weramit

Intensity of irrigables
Moisture residue
growing areas
Beekeeping potential
Accessibilities and
locations of the woreda
Woreda staff availability
Proximity for large
honey market center
Sum of Scores

Wereb Yemoshit
2

3

3

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

2

4

4

3

2

5

3

4

2

5

5

3

2

3

4

3

16

24

14

19

18

18
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N.B: for each site 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest scores being used for comaprative
analysis.
The selection of project beneficiaries
was
made
based
on
NABU Woreda Kebele
Male Female Total
requirements, which ascribed a gender Dera
Tana
12
28
40
composition of about 70% females and
Mitsly
Debranta 14
26
40
30% males. BfDE has exerted all its Bahir
Dar
effort to maintain this proportion and
maybe the first of its kind to acquire Zuria
Total
26
54
80
more number of females in such type of
intervention. The targeting of beneficiaries was not an easy task due to various
institutions in the kebele like Small and Micro-enterprise, Womens' youth and children's
and the kebele administration who have their own contact who wants to use this
opportunities to include thier own clients. Nevertheless, with a wise facilitation process
and involvement of relevant government stakeholders; representatives from the Woreda
Office of Agriculture, Kebele Administration bodies and Development Agents working in
the respective Kebeles and, of course, the active participation of the community in the
two project sites, suitable beneficiaries could be identified. A total of 80 beneficiaries,
comprising 54 female and 26 male beneficiaries eventually became members of the two
cooperatives. Election of Management Committees for both prospective Cooperatives
was the subsequent task accomplished in due course of the process. In total, 10
management committee members, with a 30% female representation were elected
through a participatory and democratic process. The positions were clearly defined by
roles and responsibilities in accordance to the rules and regulations of Cooperative
Development in Amhara Regional State.
Table 2: Committee members of Deberanta kebele beekeepers group
s/n
1
2
3
4
5

Name of the farmer
Eneyewu Abe
Alebel Gedamu
Melaku Walelegn
Enatenesh Bizuayehu
Endalew Mekie

Sex
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male

Responsibility
Chair person
V. Chair person
Secretary
Casher
Controller

Table 3: committee members Tana Mitsely kebele beekeepers group
s/n
1
2
3

Name of the farmer
Taddse Birehun
Fentish Yazie
Wolelawu Berie

4

Sex
Male
Female
Male

Responsibility
Chair person
V. Chair person
Secretary

4
5

Tirusew Gashaw
Getachew Amare

Female
Male

Casher
Controller

2.3 Facilitate the Establishment of Two Honey Production and Marketing
Cooperatives
Among the outputs expected to be done by this project is the establishment of
financially and organizationally/ institutionally viable honey production and marketing
Cooperatives in two locations. To this effect, a feasibility study, short-, medium- and
long-term plans for the established cooperative, facilitating beneficiary groups to
develop by-law and all the necessary prerequisites have been done by experts of Bahir
Dar Zuria and Dera Woreda Cooperatives Development and Promotion Offices. During
the reporting period, the two groups conducted series meetings with the Woreda office
of Cooperatives and Woreda office of agriculture and discussed on ways of registering
their cooperatives through legal procedures. Consequently, both cooperatives managed
to prepare two documents each, these documents are bylaws and guidance of
cooperative establishment. Based on their plan, registration and licensing of their
cooperatives will be finalised in the coming two months. . All members have made the
necessary contribution for share and registration fees as to their decisions.
BfDE has been working closely with the woreda office of agriculture and cooperative
and promotion offices how to complete the process in order to secure their cooperative
licences. Among other activities,
 facilitating and mentoring the committee members to conduct monthly meetings,
 Asses the performance of each committee members,
 Advise to keep records and their meeting minutes,
 Assist them to produce detail annual, and monthly plan including general
assembly and committee meeting dates, facilitate annual auditing process and
link with coop office experts.
2.4 Business Plan Development
Based on the findings of the feasibility study conducted at the beginning of the project,
the business plans were developed for the two honey production and marketing
cooperatives in both target areas. An overview of the developed business plans
indicated pertinent features and projections to the time ahead to the prospective
engagement of the cooperatives; this has been summarized as follows:
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The two cooperatives have a joint total of 80 members, 70% of the members being
female. The supreme management of the cooperatives is the General Assembly, next to
that there will be the management committee to supervise the General Manager. To
expedite business management, BfDE will provide technical support.
The cooperatives have offices and workshops that have an area of 45 m2 each. There,
members run daily routine activities of the cooperatives, carry out group works and
store honey until the product is transported to the market. The cooperatives will not
have apiary, rather members will manage their own apiary in their backyard of their
homesteads as it makes the management of beehives easier. The layout of the offices
will be carried out by local contract and construction of the house will be done by local
house builders with assistance of cooperative members.
Honey production starts with 80 beehives (one beehive for each member) and
increases to 160 beehives within the first two years.
One beehive produces 20 kg for the first year and 30 kg after 3 years. Beside
production, the cooperatives will be involved in buying and selling of 20, 40, 60 Quintals
of Honey that is supplied from local community in 2016, 2017 & 2018, respectively.
The annual revenue of both cooperatives together from pure honey and wax will grow
from ETB 180,000.00 during the first year of production to ETB 588,000.00 during the
third year of its operation. The total cost of the project will grow from ETB 114,914.80
during the first year of operation to ETB 351,572.00 during the third year of its operation
in both Cooperatives.
The projected income statement of the project indicates that profitability of the
organization starts with the first year and remains profitable until the end of the project.
The annual net profit, as cooperatives are tax exempted, of the organization will grow
from ETB 91,679.40 the first year of production to ETB 375,912.00 the third year of its
operation.

Table 4: Summary of Business plan
ETB/unit

Unit

Total

Expenditures
Fixed
Variable

333,517.40 2
20,000.00 2

667,034.80
40,000.00

Revenue
crude honey
liquid honey

120/ Kg 9920

6

1,190,400.00

Wax

270/ Kg 512

267,840.00

Other income
Loan
Net Income

55,920.00 2

111,840.00

236122.60 2

472,245.20

To ensure reliability, members were given consecutive trainings from beehive
construction to honey harvesting according to seasonal beekeeping activities calendar
and based on the progress of individual beekeepers. To reinforce reliability of the
project, a general introduction about sustainable beekeeping and the benefits of
biodiversity management for beekeeping, beehive making, bee colony transferring,
honey harvesting, queen raring, honey and semi-processing techniques, product
handling and marketing approaches were part of the trainings. In addition, seasonal
coaching and mentoring will be continuously carried out even in future by Woreda and
kebele level experts of livestock development offices.
Beside the support given by cooperative promotion office, managers, accountants and
cashier that are able to read and write, are trusted by the members, and have an
interest and willingness to contribute his/ her time for the benefit of the enterprise
without payment or with honorarium, were trained and then assigned for the respective
positions.
Supporting these youths (most of them female) with the above mentioned amount of
money and technical support means creating appropriate job opportunities, improving
the livelihood of rural families, preventing youths from migration to towns and preventing
the involvement in immoral jobs and in general contributing to the GDP of the country
and maintaining biodiversity.
Moreover, these youth groups can teach other youths and NGOs to be involved in
similar kinds of activities that require only a small amount of capital but have a fast
return of investment, are not very time-consuming so that there is enough time to
generate additional income from other activities, and that help to maintain and
rehabilitate the local environment.
To realize these business plan a total of 818,874.80 ETB is required. Out of these, the
NABU project financed a total of ETB 707,034.80 and the cooperatives in turn will lend
members as per their needs for prefeasibility study, promotion and lobbying, training,
office establishment, etc... In addition the cooperatives will borrow ETB 111,840.00
from Bees for Development UK for the marketing of the honey.
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2.5 Provide trainings to
the cooperative
members

All 80 cooperatives members participated in the training programs
organized by BfDE during the current project undertaking. Besides BfDE
staffs, invited experts from the two Woredas Agriculture Offices
(Livestock process owners and beekeeping experts) took part in the
training programs. The two project target kebeles Development Agents
(DAs) were also involved in facilitating and participating in the training
sessions. As we explained the first training sessions in a previous report,
during this reporting period we have covered the remaining two seasonal
beekeeping training sessions.
In these trainings the following topics were covered:
 Basic biology of honey bees,
 Bee hive construction and advantages of top bar hives
 Bee colony transport,
 Identification and development of bee forages,
 Colonies build up,
 Swarm control,
 Artificial swarming,
 Honey harvesting,
 Honey and beeswax processing and
 semi-processing techniques, product handling and marketing
approaches, etc.

BfDE has a profound track
record in providing trainings
for a wide range of
participants
continually
based on the beekeeping
seasonal
activities
calendar. The trainings
planned for the presented
project period has been
successfully undertaken for
all members of the two
cooperatives
within
3
subsequent
and
systematically
designed
training sessions. Each of
the training sessions was divided in different modules focusing on both theoretical and
practical ponderings. Based on the feasibility study conducted at the outset of the
project, beekeeping activities’ and bee forage flowering calendars have been prepared,
that has been a foundation to organize the trainings for participant farmers under the
two cooperatives. Besides, all training sessions were taking place at the better
convenience of the participants’, at their respective localities. The trainings described
herein were appropriately aided by audio visuals, training manuals, required set of hand
tools, such as bow sow, tape meter, and hammer and materials as bamboo, nails and
rope for bee hive making (for practical demonstration purpose and eventually trainees
took the hives to their homes; ‘being their first top bar hive’) as well as posters1
specifically designed for the planned bee keeping training programs.
As an action plan developed at the end of the final training session in each of the target
kebeles, trainees agreed to make at least three top bar hives using locally available
materials at their homes in the following four weeks period. BfDE kept hand tools at
their kebeles Farmers’ Training Centers (FTCs). Based on their plan most of them
managed to meet constructions of three top bar hive. There are also some enthusiastic

1

The posters and the manuals utilized during the training sessions were developed and handed out to the
trainees by BfDE, as part of the deliverables of the Assignment.
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members who constructed up to six top bar hives. A total of 250 hives were constructed
in two kebeles.
Details of the three training modules
First training module;
 Main point of the training
a.
b.
c.
d.

Briefing the main objectives of the contract,
Introduction of NABU and BFDE collaboration,
Biology of honeybees,
Introduction advantage/dis-advantages of different types of beekeeping
production systems widely used in the country,
a. Local style hive,
b. Intermediate/transitional/topbar/hive
c. "Modern" Frame/European/ type hive
e. Management of the top bar hives production system,
f. Making of the top bar hive from locally available materials
g. Experiences Sharing and plenary discussion.
 Training venue and date
TanaMitsily landless youth beekeepers cooperative members training was provided in
Hamusit and TanaMitsily Farmers Training center while Derbanta landless youth
beekeepers cooperative members training was provided in Derbanta Kebele farmer
training center. Both training was provided in April 16 -18 for Derbanta and April 28 - 30,
2015 for TanaMitsily.
Trainers and trainees,
The training was conducted by BfDE staff in collaboration with the two woreda namely;
Dera and Bahir Dar Zuria beekeeping experts and livestock process owners. NABU
regional manager Ato Getnet has also involved in the training. The total training days
were three days. at the end of the training all participants made one topbar each and
took home. All the trainees also agreed to make another at least three top bar hives
each. At the same time the trainees fixed dates for joint supervision by the woreda office
of agriculture staff and BfDE.
The training was provided to all 80 cooperative members. see lists of trainees under
annex - 1 and 2
 Training Output;
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At the end of the training the following main activities has been performed;
 enough skill has been introduced on the different beekeeping production
systems;
 trainees understand the three castes of bees such as the Queen bee the worker
bee and the drone bee,
 enough skill has been introduced on top bar hive bee colony management
 80 top bar hives constructed (one for each),
 participatory action plan formulated . in this action plan

Table 5: Participatory action plan formulated end the training
Main
activities
Hive making

Responsibi
lities
Cooperative
members

Accessing
sets of hand
tools
Field visit and
technical
backup

BfDE

Joint M & E

Providing Top
bars

Inputs
required
Bamboo, nails,
ropes, hand
tools

Duration

Remark

End of May,
2015

Agreed to make at
least 3 top bar hives

1st week of
May, 2015

Hand tools agreed to
be kept in each FTC

BfDE ,
Office of
agriculture
staff and
DAs,
BfDE

Transport and
perdiem

End of May,
2015

Representative will
be selected by DAs.
the group also takes
randomly

Transport and
perdiem

1st week of
June, 2015

In this M&E hives
construction will be
checked,

BfDE

Budget
allocated for

June - July,
2015

Each member will be
provided with 30
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top bars
purchasing

topbars

Hand tools: Bow sow, tape meter, hammer, sickle.
FTC: Farmer Training centers
BfDE: bees for Development Ethiopia

Second training module;
 main point of the training
a.
b.
c.
d.

Bee colony management in Top bar hive,
Transferring of beecolonies from local style hive to topbar and frame type hives,
Beecolony swarm control,
Beecolony reproduction through simple method of splitting and using small hive
to reproduce more natural swarm or forced swarming,
e. cleaning internal hives
 Training venue and date
Both TanaMitsily and Derbanta kebele landless youth beekeepers cooperative
members training was provided in TanaMitsily and Derbanta Kebele FTCs respectively.
The training were conducted for twop days in each training sites. Training was
conducted in July 8-10 for TanaMitsily and July 19 - 21 for Derbantat
 Trainers and trainees,
The training was conducted by BfDE staff in collaboration with the two woreda
beekeeping experts and livestock process owners. At the end of the training agreed to
transfer their beecolonies from local hive to top bar hive newly built by themselves.
The training was provided to all 80 cooperative members. see lists of trainees under
annex - 1 and 2.
 Training Output;
At the end of the training the following main activities has been performed;
 enough skill has been introduced on the transferring of beecolonies from local
style hive to top bar hive;
 trainees understand the different techniques improved beekeeping practices like
swarm control, colony splitting, colony balancing within the apiary and forced
swarming.
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Third Training module.
 main point of the training









The most common and valuable bees products: Honey, Beeswax, Pollen
grain, Propolis, Bee venom, Royal jelly, Bee brood
Harvesting techniques
Post harvest management
Processing and handling
Packaging and Marketing
Display of honey collection & processing Equipments
Record keeping
Beecolony dearth time management
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 Training venue and date
TanaMitsily landless youth beekeepers cooperative members training was provided in
Hamusit while Derbanta landless youth beekeepers cooperative members training was
provided in Derbanta Kebele farmer training center. The training was conducted in
November 25 -26 for Derbanta and November 27 - 28 in 2015 for TanaMitsily.
 Trainers and trainees,
The training was conducted by BfDE staff in collaboration with the two woreda
beekeeping experts and livestock process owners.
The training was provided to all 80 cooperative members. see lists of trainees under
annex - 1 and 2
 Training Output;



all trainees understand methods of honey harvesting from top bar hive,
all trainees understand quality honey standard and simple methods of pure honey
separations,

Tana Mtsily kebele youth theoretical
background training

Derbant kebele youth group theoretical
background training with the presence of
NABU staff and BfD UK.
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Derbanat kebele practical work

Delivery of hive-constructing materials

First hive making completed and discussing on
the quality and possible improvements

Everyone is taking one hive home that
was made during the training program

Figure 1: Hive construction practical training
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2.6 Conduct Training for Cooperatives Management Structures
A three days training and field visit (16 – September 19 has been conducted to potential
cooperatives managers, accountants and other executive committee members. The main
topics of the trainings were on the establishment and successful running of cooperatives.
Moreover, a half-day field visit and another half-day general discussions on what has
been learned from field visit was done. Finally, an action plan was formulated and an
agreement with the presence of all participants including experts was reached. Refer to
the table below for information on the profiles of the trainees. Due to prevailing
resistances, it was impossible to retain the requested 30%/70% ration within the
management structures. Even this 30% participation of Females in the management
structure is unique and a great step forward.
Table 6: Profiles of trainees
Name of the trainees Gender Woredas

Responsibilities

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Alebel Gedamo
Melako walleq
Sewent Krbte
Tadele Berihune
Getachew Amare
Tirusew Gashaw
Welela Bere
Fenetanesh Yaze
Eneyewe Abie
Enatenesh Bezuye
Tejehun Yalew

M
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
F

Derbanta
Derbanta
Tana Mitsily
Tana Mitsily
Tana Mitsily
Tana Mitsily
Tana Mitsily
Tana Mitsily
Derbanta
Derbanta
Derbanta

Vice Chairperson
Secretary
Member
Chair person
Accountant
Vice chair person
Secretary
Treasurer
Chair person
Treasurer
Member

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Endalew Mekie
Negash Alem
Abeba Berhanu
Abera Flie
Germew Alelegne
Dr. Solomon Orion
Erstie Demie
Zemenay Gashaw

M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F

Derbanta
BDZ
Dera
Dera
BDZ
BDZ
BDZ
BDZ

Accountant
Coop expert
Agriculture expert
Coop expert
Development Agent
Office of Agriculture Head
Beekeeping Expert
Finance department head
Cooperative Agency senior
20
Salayat Yeberie
F
ANRS
expert
ANRS: Amhara National Regional State, BDZ: Bahir Dar Zuria
15

This training and field visit was facilitated by BfDE, Woreda office of agriculture and
Woreda Finance and Economic planning. NABU regional coordinator also took part in
familiarization of his organization through presentations and distributions of brochures.
He has also observed the entire training process.

Table 7:Trainers and Supervisors during Training and Field visit:
Name of the trainer Gender Organization/
Responsibilities
Coops
F
Regional senior Coop
promotion Expert
Alemayehu
Demissie
Abate Asfaw

M

BfDE Administrator

M

Tilahun Gebey

M

BfDE Accountant and
Entrepreneur ship
Expert
BfDE Director

Erstie

F

Zemenay

F

Dr. Solomon Orion

M

Efrem Derbie
Ato Getnet Fetene

M
M

Woreda Office of
agriculture Beekeeping
Expert
Woreda Finance officer,
head of Foreign
resource utilizations
controlle / NGOs’/
Woreda Livestock
process owner
BfDE Field officer
NABU Regional
Manager

Topics covered
Bylaws, guidance, roles
and responsibilities of
coops
Presenting business
plan,
Recordkeeping,
entrepreneurship
Presenting and
facilitating sharing of
experiences what has
been done so far
Facilitating field visit and
experience sharing
Government agent

Leading field visits
Sharing of experiences
Presenting overview of
NABU and feature
commitment

Brief training report and reflection
Salayat Yeberie, Senior Expert at the regional Cooperative Promotion and Development
Agency, which is one of influential regional government institutions that has the sole
responsibility for registration, licensing and auditing of cooperatives, presented the
general rules and regulations of primary cooperatives, more specifically honey production
and marketing cooperatives. The expert presented various documents, proclamation,
roles and responsibilities of general assemblies as well as various committees. Moreover,
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she also presented the minimum and maximum registration fee and shares, necessary
vouchers, registration books etc. Her topics were concluded by questions, answers and
comments. Due to the presence of the two Woreda cooperative promotion offices,
separate discussions and guidance was shared between the Woreda cooperative office
experts and the regional senior cooperative expert, as well as various documents were
handed over to the Woreda experts.
BfDE Accountant and Entrepreneurship Expert Ato Abate Asfaw covered basic bookkeeping and accounting. The following were main topics of the training:

Basic book-keeping
 To have permanent record of all business transactions,
 To keep records of income and expenses in such a way that the net profit or net
loss may be calculated,
 To keep records of assets and liabilities in such a way that the financial position of
the business may be ascertained,
 To keep control on expenses with a view to minimize the same in order to
maximize profit,
 To know the names of the customers and the amount due from them,
 To know the names of suppliers and the amount due to them,
 To have important information for legal and tax purposes.
Accounting:





To maintain accounting records,
To calculate the result of operations,
To ascertain the financial position,
To communicate the information to users.

The third trainer (Ato AlemayehuDemissie, is the administrator of BfDE),

Training
the
representatives

two

cooperative Group - 1
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Group - 2

Figure 2: Training group work and plenary discussions. Exchange of experiences
between well performing cooperatives was provided.

Figure 3: Field visit to Derbanta for experience sharing with the woreda officials
2.7 Support in Infrastructure Development of the two Cooperatives
The project included the construction of offices for each of the established cooperatives.
In pursuit of maintaining a hygienically sound environment for the processing and storage
of honey and honey products, both cooperatives had to build a separate honey
processing/ storage unit with appropriate construction materials for a better quality of the
organic honey.
In this regard, in active and close participation, consultation and collaboration with
responsible government offices, members and committees of the two cooperatives, BfDE
undertook successive and important tasks for the intended construction. In both
Woredas, sites have been selected and acquisitions of construction lands have been
processed by the two Woredas’ Land Administration and Environmental Protection
Offices. As part of the plan the participating community groups/ cooperatives contributed
their labor and time. The construction process considered multiple factors in compromise
with cost of construction on the one hand and quality and safety of honey production on
the other hand.
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In order to meet standards for hygiene as well as honey collection and processing, the
following will be done until May 2016 by the cooperative after having secured necessary
funds. BfDE will support the whole process:
a) Plastering and painting to wash the wall ,
b) Roof ceiling isolation to regulate room temperature,
c) Second layer floor cementing,
d) proper door and window fitting.
In Derbanta, the framework is completed, the floor first level cemented, the wall plastered
and the door and windows fitted with corrugated iron sheet.
Tana Mitsily, the framework is completed, cement, sand, gravel and stone procured and
the final construction activities are expected to be finalized by 31st of January 2016. See
pictures below.

Wooden

Gravel

Sand and cement

Cement

Stone

Corrugate Iron sheet

Construction activities
Figure 4: Materials supplied by the project for constructions
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Derbanta kebele

Tana Mitsily kebele

Figure 5: Two construction sites

Figure 6: Helping beekeepers how to open the top bar bee hive and harvesting
techniques
2.8 Beekeeping Equipment Support to Cooperatives’ Members
BfDE purchased and provided 10 sets of protective clothing like overcoat, veils, glove,
and also 10 smoker, 10 water, 10 sprayer and 10 hive tools. These materials have been
distributed to the two cooperatives. Moreover, one solar beeswax melter has been given
to TanaMitsily. In addition, 2 honey presses and one more solar beeswax melter will be
bought soon. These materials have been used by groups on rotation and the equipment
has been stationed in the workshop as planned. See photos below.

Top bars

Overall veils, bee brush and

Figure 7: Inputs provisions
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Veils

Supply of bee colonies
A total of 120 honey bee colonies have been purchased. Out of this, NABU covered 80
and the remaining (40) covered by BfD UK as matching fund. Purchase was made in their
locality to avoid absconding. Additional 40 bee colonies were provided to some of the
youth members who have performed better than others in terms of active participation.
Among these selected active members, a woman called Sewunet Kebtie who is a
member of Tana Mitsily cooperative who made 4 beehives and managed to buy one
beehive from her own effort. At this moment she manages three bee colonies.
Top bar provision
One of the big challenges for top bar hive promotion is unexpected price change for a top
bar. While this contract has been prepared one 30 top bar that will be enough for one top
bar hive was between ETB300 - 360, but at this moment it is more than ETB600. Last
year in June, the woreda office of agriculture bought with ETB660. BfDE has managed to
negotiate with ETB450.
Protective clothing
As the available cheap protective clothing is very bad because of low durability, we have
managed to secure alternatives locally, which are still cheap and more durable. Therefore
we have managed to buy from BfDE contact customers. see the photos.
Solar beeswax melter
Within the project one solar beeswax melter was purchased and both cooperatives will be
provided with one for each.

Figure 8: Beeswax solar melter on test that demonstrates high efficiency
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2.9 Office furniture
The project has been collecting proforma to purchase basic office furniture like; two
tables, two chairs four benches, two shelves, record books, printing vouchers, box files,
and some stationery, but the available fund is very small.
2.10

Marketing channels for organic BR honey to local & international
consumers

Marketing logo and brand name has been developed by NABU and subcontractors. we
are using this generic logo that is intended to be used for other products that originate
from the Lake Tana Biosphere Reserve. The first promotion was made during Lake Tana
Biosphere Reserve inauguration ceremony, conducted in December 2015 in Bahir Dar. It
was very successful as we have received four requests and one bulk orders afterwards.

Figure 9: First market promotion of harvested and processed honey from the Lake Tana
Biosphere Reserve
Discussions were also held with Zenbaba Honey Processing and Marketing Union
despite the union is less interested to buy honey from non-members of the union.
Therefore, in the coming two years time the two cooperatives will become member of the
union to get various benefits on top of marketing privileges.
2.11

Technical Back up, Monitoring and Learning

Technical back up, monitoring and learning has been conducted regularly. E.g. some
participants had take wrong measurements of the hive dimensions. This was realized and
attended to during field visit. The project assigned one technical staff for twenty days in
the field to support all beekeepers on quality harvesting techniques.
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Case story of Wubnesh Kindu
Dozens tease and mock a year ago, but now wonders!
An icebreaking initiative to traditional gender roles!
My name is Wubnesh Kindu, 22 years of age. Like many rural Ethiopian girls, I came to an
unfortunate close to my education at junior level. I am living in Derbanta Kebele of B/Zuria
Woreda with my family, dependent; sharing the agony of my Mom’s life. It has been years to
examine the way to my destiny, looking through ample of the openings at my closet aspirations.
Last year, our Kebele Development Agent (DA) came with strangers and
called up on villagers for a meeting. As often as I do, I gave my attention to
the discussion, with immense curiosity. In the middle of the scene,
unexplained motive derived me to raise my hand in request for membership
to join a group of youths to be trained and organized for bee keeping project.
Villagers laughed and laughed; it took me a while to realize that bee keeping
is only meant for males. I confirmed my decision with greater courage and
confidence to take the business far ahead. I saw an inspiring attitude from the
podium facilitating the discussion. I was pioneering to disengage the clutch
then came to have many of my friends of similar sex.
I participated in three consecutive training sessions in a year period,
primarily on the science of bees (an interesting episode) and
transitional bee hive making, then follows with colony transferring
(from traditional to transitional bee hive). Couple of weeks later, we
were taught with honey harvesting and preservation techniques.
Besides, the project provided me with two bee colonies and 60
wooden bars for making an additional transitional bee hive, as I kept
the first demonstration hive at my parents’ back yard. Having seen a
promising trend and acquaintance to bees and their produce, I added
one hive by my own personal saving.
Two weeks ago, I and my father inspected the hives, easy for
managing it. It didn’t make me discouraged but the bees didn’t
produce the anticipated amount of honey as we taught and expected.
On the following morning, I talked to the DA, he told me that the bees
didn’t have a good season in this year/ bad weather condition in the
area and was commonly observed in many of the members.
However, even with this condition, I got 18 Kg of honey, well kept in a
clean container. Based on our cultural norm, allotted 3 Kg for my
family and neighbors for a first taste and blessing. I took the other 15 Kg to the market and
earned ETB 1,050.00(Oh!! my first salary to my work, dedication and commitment). Many of my
neighbors were very much amazed as I came to this level.
My Plan: Now, I saved my money in a proper place, I wanted to expand my honey business to a
larger scale with additional bee hives of the contemporary type topbar one. I also plan to develop
my skill in communicating with Kebele, Woreda and project level experts. As our Cooperative will
also develop and strengthened in the future, we will approach more profitable markets to have a
rewarding gain. I am indeed happy of beekeeping business and want to take it forward in to my
life.
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3. INDICATORS OF IMPACT CONTRIBUTED BY THE PROJECT
The project accounted for a limited time span (for bee keeping intervention), the actual
project impact may not be vividly observed and yet early to articulate fully what has been
achieved by the project. However, it can be reasonable to disclose some observable
indicators confirmed to be the contribution of NABU supported initiative in Derbanta and
Tana Mistily kebeles of Bahir Dar Zuria and Dera Woredas in the Amhara National
Regional State.
Table 8: Indicators of impact contributed by the project
OBSERVED
INDICATORS OF
DESCRIPTION
IMPACT
 Most of the current beneficiaries supported by NABU
project were never been engaged in bee keeping as
New Form of Livelihood
their means of livelihood. This portion of the
Initiated
community in the respective target Woredas and
Kebeles proved to have undergone in a situation
highly constrained by access to farm land and other
viable means for living.
Employment Created

Organizational
Capability Strengthened

Skill and Technological
Development

 80 landless youth engaged in improved beekeeping
practices and able to harvest and generate income
 Capital accumulation of the cooperatives enhanced,
both financial and material
 Operational capacity improved as the cooperatives
started recruiting skilled man power, particularly in
cooperatives managerial level and financial record
keeping duties.
 In relative terms hygienically suitable environment for
honey processing and preservation as well as safety
and security ensured as offices and processing units
are constructed in the respective cooperatives.
 A strategic direction defined through the developed
business plans for both targeted cooperatives.
Cooperatives members in the two target areas indicated,
in various monitoring visits, for the acquisition of new skills
and improved practices in honey and bees wax production
and marketing as a result of the project. The following can
be stated:
 Acquired the skill for constructing transitional
beehives from locally available materials,

Exposure to new markets and customers

Beneficiaries equipped with the necessary Tools
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OBSERVED
INDICATORS OF
IMPACT

DESCRIPTION

and Materials

Training manuals and poster were produced and
distributed to members for further reference.
Both Cooperatives managed to construct their own office
and honey processing and preservation units (with
Infrastructure Developed
support from the project and members’ contribution). This
makes the cooperatives more functional and competitive
for a better standard quality of organic honey.
Business plans were developed for the two honey
Clear Strategic Business
production and marketing cooperatives which clearly
Direction Defined
endowed them on what, how and where to intervene as a
through Business Plan
sustainable and viable business institution, in the short,
medium and long term apiculture engagements.
In the course of field supervisions, it has been observed
that more beekeepers flourished in the villages within
Trickled Down Effect
targeted Woredas. Many farmers who are not in the direct
through Grass Root
target circles were frequently seen in making and
Dissemination
managing top bar hives by their own. It was possible to
understand that the technology initiated wider community,
yet provoked the transfer of knowledge and skills from
trained members to others with their own set of
mechanisms.
31% of the members in the two cooperatives are known to
Mainstreaming Gender
be females. More interestingly, unlike in many other
in to local Organizations similar occasions, the management structures of the two
cooperatives are represented by a 30 % female
constituency.
The first marketing promotion was done through Lake
Market Outlet/ Link
Tana Biosphere Reserve inauguration ceremony. Since
Explored
then BfDE has been receiving phone calls for bulk supply
of honey

4. FINANCIAL UTILIZATION
To undertake the entire contract a total of 27,000EURO or ETB699,996 has been
allocated. Out of this budget, BfDE has received ETB 559,984.80 through the first and
second transfer and remained ETB140,011.20. Out of the total transfer of ETB559,984.80
BfDE expend ETB723,767.94 until end of December, 2015. Therefore BfDE has
expended ETB23,771.90 from other sources.
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5. CHALLENGE
 The volume of work and the budget allocated is not comparable. Due to this there
are some unfinished activities
 Due to time shortage of the project, we could not seen the benefit of the
intervention. Because mostly on the first year bee colonies are adapting their new
home then the production commence as of the second year,
6. THE WAY FORWARD
This is the terminal report of nearly a one year project. Based on previous experiences,
BfDE believes that beekeeping development projects may not realize their full benefits
within such a short period of time. Therefore, BfDE would like to continue some of the
extended activities of the project for the following 2-3 years.
The following are main activities to be carried out in the next one year:
a) Finalizing legal registration process
b) Follow up on:
a. Hive making and bee colonies management,
b. Marketing;
i. Promotion
ii. Quality control and standardization
iii. Traceability
c. Record keeping, and business management
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Annex - 1 Tana Mtsily Kebele of Bahirdar Zuria lists of beneficiaries
s/ No. Lists of name
sex
Got/village
1
Tadele Berihun
Male
Eje Wenz
2
Melak Sendeq
Male
Eje Wenz
3
Bahiru Aydeshu
Male
Yinber
4
Adugna Moges
Male
Yinber
5
Getachew Amare
Male
Agel
6
Moges Dantie
Male
Agel
7
Getachew Kindeneh
Male
Agel
8
gashanew Abebaw
Male
Agel
9
Kasaye Adissu
Male
Agel
10
Tadele Muche
Male
zeferezo
11
Adu Andualem
Male
zeferezo
12
Muche Asnakew
Male
zeferezo
13
Mulu Asmare
Female Eje Wenz
14
Ametbal Wubt
Female Eje Wenz
15
Mitin Melkie
Female Eje Wenz
16
Mulu Eyeru
Female Adge
17
Yemikir Belete
Female Adge
18
Balaynesh Baye
Female Amarbeit
19
Tamire Amndualem
Female Amarbeit
20
Asheciew Tiruneh
Female Dibiso
21
Emuye Wendie
Female Berarze
22
Tachawut Tesfa
Female Berarze
23
Fentanesh Yazie
Female Berarze
24
Yikan Tilahun
Female Berarze
25
Adugna Yilma
Female Yinber
26
Wubalem Erqie
Female Yinber
27
Yeshibir Wasie
Female Yinber
28
Denequ Abebaw
Female Eje Wenz
29
Ajebush Fetene
Female Amarbeit
30
Zenba Aweqe
Female Eje Wenz
31
Tirusew Gashaw
Female Debes
32
Muluqen Teka
Female Debes
33
Zenba Aweqe
Female Eje Wenz
34
Tiringo Atalel
Female Yinber
35
Yemkr Tadesse
Female Agel
36
Yeserash gashaw
Female Agel
37
Aberu Zemene
Female Agel
38
Tazew Getnet
Female Agel
39
Fenta Getahun
Female Agel
40
Guans Atlom
Female Amarbeit
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Annex – 2 Derbanta Kebele of Bahirdar Zuria lists of beneficiaries
s/no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Lists of Name
Netsanet Laqu
Zemenay Anmew
Teje Hunyalew
Mitike Takele
Tiru Zewudu
Amelmal Getachew
Darie Tebqew
Shitaye Getnet
Zna Desta
Emaway Ademe
Wubnesh Kndu
Enatnesh Bizuaye
Erstie Mulatu\
Alemnesh Dessalegn
Shega Sntie
Gedam Getaneh
Lbssie Getnet
Atala Kassa
Dnkie Kbret
Atitegeb Zewudie
Enkoahana mnchl
Ataklt Mulualem
Banchamlak Tilahun
Yesh Admassu
Sra Cheqlie
Brkie Mekuria
Alemitu Adem
Yibeltal Moges
Metalgn Mulat
Enyew Abie
Genet Werqie
Melaku Walelgn
Endalew Melkie
Muhabaw Wunetu
Alebel Gedamu
Gashanew Ayal
Asfaw Fentabil
Ngussie Alem
Afewerq Asmare
Zemen Belete

Sex
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

Got
LayMender
LayMender
LayMender
LayMender
Tach
Tach
Tach
Tach
Tach
Tach
Mehal
Mehal
Mehal
Mehal
Mado
Mado
Mado
Mado
Mado
Mado
Mado
Mado
Mado
AmboBahr
AmboBahr
AmboBahr
AmboBahr
LayMender
LayMender
LayMender
Tach
Tach
Mehal
Mehal
Mado
AmboBahr
AmboBahr
AmboBahr
AmboBahr
LayMender
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